School-Wide Celebrations
Talent Show

Virtual: Talent show acts could perform on video conferencing platform**.
Hybrid or In-Person: Talent show acts could perform as their class joins a video
conferencing call or socially distanced performances.

Escape Room

Virtual: Teacher created clues that each class could work towards answering.
Winners could be selected for the fastest finishers for the entire school or each
grade level. (see breakout.edu)

Sing-Along Party

Virtual: Video call with the host playing various songs for students to sing-along.
Look for songs with lyrics on YouTube. Students could dress up as their favorite
singer.

Directed
Drawings

Any Setting: Artistic teacher could lead students through a drawing (see YouTube
for examples). Drawings could be used as electronic cards to be sent to hospitals
or care facilities.

Kahoot Game

Virtual: Each class is a team and parents can join in to watch. Questions could
include current events or fun trivia.

Movie Party

Virtual: Watch a movie on video conferencing platform**. Bring your own popcorn
and pajama pants!

Bingo Party

Virtual: Use Virtual Bingo Cards (freebingo.com) and each student can play from
their device.
In-Person or Hybrid: In-person students could use paper Bingo cards and those
that join virtually could use an online Bingo card.

Dance Party

Any Setting: Turn the music up and dance! Students could pick songs for points.

Costume Party

Any Setting: Students dress in the theme (Don’t Sweat Me (sweats), Book
Characters, Decades, Superheroes, Sports, Historical Figure, Career etc.)

Breakout Game
Rooms

Virtual: Play specific game (Scrabble, Scattegories, Yahtzee, Pictionary, Room,
Charades, Scavenger Hunt, Name that Tune, Simon Says, etc.) in a Breakroom

Read-Along or
Storyteller

Virtual: Have a community member or Storyteller join a video conferencing
platform and read a special book to students/classes.
A mystery reader would be fun! They could turn their camera on at the end of the
session to reveal themselves.

**Zoom, Teams, Google Meets, etc.
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School-Wide Celebrations
STEM Challenge

Any setting:
• Complete a STEM challenge (build the tallest spaghetti tower, straw bridge,
build chain reaction, use paper plates to create roller coaster) with
household items.
• STEM Scavenger Hunt for items (something living, an insulator, something
that flies, something powered by batteries)

Award Ceremony

In-Person or Hybrid: Awards would be announced through video conferencing
platform. Students could pick up awards in school office or from individual
teachers.
Virtual: Awards would be announced through video conferencing platform.
Students could pick up awards at a drive thru at the school.

Door Decorating
Contest

In-Person or Hybrid: Doors could be decorated by each class. Students or other
staff members could vote for their favorite door.
Virtual: Students could design and draw a digital ‘door’ (drawing that would be
displayed as their picture/avatar on a video conferencing platform.

**Zoom, Teams, Google Meets, etc.
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